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MATRIX MODEL FOR EVALUATING MANAGE:MENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS WITH CONSIDERATION OF THE TIME RELATIONSHIPS OF DATA AND REPORTS 
by 
W. M. Howe 
1 
ABSTRP ... CT 
The subject considered in this paper is the temporal ':rela.t.ionship· 
of data flow tl1rough an information system and how t.his flow may be 
described by a mathematical model . .., 
lv'.atrix modeling of information systems was: ori,gi:nJilly pr·op6:~~d 
by Irving J. lieberman in 1956 as a method of· showin,g da.t,a flow 
' throue;l1 tl1e var·ious levels of an in-fo'rmation system. :Et1gene D. Homer 
generalized the matrix model such that it could mor:e readily be 
-
applied to a realistic system. John \iilson investigat·ed t.he ap:plicab--
ili ty of the Homer model as a subject for a Master'"q Thes.is in 1966. 
\'1ilso11 found that the matrix model could be applied· to -a reg.listic· 
system but that it had some weaknesses·. ·These wea-.J<:ness:e:s · were . . . - . . . . : . 
-
. 
prirna-'."ily the fact tr1_at both models computed tb,e numb·er o,f p)3.ths by 
:·,,. 
which each data input to the system could travel to -e~@ syst-:eiil 
output rather than the actual number o:f tim.e:s 'an itrput was :av.ait~°Qle 
to an output. Another weakness was the .fact the .. t the mo:dels: assum.:e·d. 
that each data it em was passed on to the next .. report ·iev.el.. if the 
data were not passed on, a path was indicated wh:i.,ch ·did ho:t _exist. 
( 
Wilson modified the Romer model to correct t·he ·prob-len1 of the 
the number of times available computation. 
None of the above models treat the fact.or of'. t":_im.e ·between data: 
and reports and between reports and outputs. The models have all-
been essentially Boolean in that they revealed only the exi$tenc.e. or 0 
the absence of flow paths for data to pass through repo·rt levels. 
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An algorithm is proposed that will add the dimension of time···· 
values to the matrix model and allow analysis· of the temp:q.:ra) 
, relatio11ship of data and reports. This algorithm is e,~stly-
;.,. 
manipulated and combines the technique·s o:f the ma-trix mode.l. with 
those utilized in the GERI' ( Graphical Evaluation: and }3.eview Te.,err~ 
' nique) method of net,,1ork analysis. The re~sul.tit1g Illodel ·:p:;r:ovj,·de·s 
not only all the features of Homer's or·iginal ino~el ~-- but allows- the 
systenis analyst to exa.mi ne the time: e,lements wh;ich ar.e applicabl:e · 
to the information system flow. 
The algorithm ,,.ras applied to a co.mptiter proce·s.sing_ se:gme_nt :Of 
an info:r·mc1tion system presently operating in .a switch f:r;·ame m_arru~ 
factUJ."ing plant. The model was found to be c:-Eipable of desc:r.i:bing 
that t~y1Je system. It is believed that the algor?-thm will f'fnd ., 
/ 
utilization in modeling systems, both computer oriented ·or 
document oriented, where there are ·many and widely dis-associ:9'tJ~d 
branch paths of data flow. 
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ABSTRACT 
.. The subject considered in this paper is the temporal relationship 
of data flow through an information system and how this flow may be 
described by a mathematical model. 
Matrix modeling of information systems was originally proposed 
by Irving J. lieberman in 1956 as a method of showing data flow 
through the various levels of an information system. Eugene D. Homer 
generalized the matrix model such that it could more readily be 
applied to a realistic system. John Wilson investi:gated the applicab~ 
ility of the Homer model as· a subject for a Master':s Thesis in i966. 
Wilson found that the matrix model could be applied to a realistic 
system but that it had some weaknesses. These weaknesses were 
primarily the fact that both models computed the number of paths by 
which each data input to the system could travel to each system 
, 
output rather than the actual number of time·s an input was available 
to an output. Another weakness was the fact that the models assumed 
---
that each data item was passed on to the next report level. If the 
) 
. data were not passed on, a path was indicated which did not exist. 
Wilson modified the Homer model to correct the-problem of the 
i • 
the n11mber of times available computation. 
( 
None of the above models treat the factor of time between data 
and reports and between reports and outputs. The. models have all 
been essentially Boolean in that they revealed only the existence or 
the absence of flow paths for data to pass through report levels. 
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An algorithm is proposed that will add the djmension of time 
values to the matrix model and allow analysis of the temporal 
relationship of data and reports. This algorithm is easily 
manipulated and combines the techniques of the matrix model with 
those utilized in the GERI' (Graphical Evaluation and Review Tech-
nique) method of network analysis. The resulting model provides 
not only a.11 the features of Homer's original model, but aJlows the 
systems analyst to examine the time elements which are applicable 
to th~ information system flow. 
The algorithm was applied to a computer processing segment of 
an information system presently operating in a.switch frame ma.nu-
facturing plant. The model was fol.Uld to be capable of describing 
that type system. It is believed that the algorithm will find 
utilization in modeling systems, both computer oriented er 
document oriented, where there are many and widely di&associated 
branch paths of data flow. 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
The generally accepted definition of a m~nagement_information 
system is "that system which provides a manager with the information 
necessary for the conduct of his business." The "manager" does not: 
necessarily mean one with a title or rank which places him in th.e 
apparent position of a corporate leadership. A manager in the sense 
that an information system is applicable may be the :h·ead of a 
department, a stock room, an inspection station, a plant or factory 
or a corporation. In a sense, a manager is anyone who manages and is 
in a position to make decisions which affect personnel or operations. 
over which he has job authority. No matter how complex or simple a 
manager's area of responsibility may be, the one most important 
commodity required for him to successfully accomplish his job is , 
information. The procedures, personnel, and hardware which provide 
him with this information is an information system. 
Information systems large and small have been :part of t·he 
l business function for as long as there has been business to be 
managed. It has been only in recent years, however, and more 
specifically since the entrance of the digital computer, that the 
science and design of information systems have been more closely 
examined. The examination of many of the existing information 
.systems has revealed that there is a wide and fertile field for 
application of industrial and information theory techniques and 
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4. 
with the computer as an integral tool, informations systems of ~igh 
orders of magnitude in size and complexity can be contemplated. 
An obvious fallacy·to the approach of building bigger and more 
complex information systems is that it will not necessarily produce 
better systems. Quite often the converse is true. Systems that grow 
0 
in size generally become awkward and ineff.icient. They, in many cases, 
tend to become· generators of great quantit·ie::s of useless data while 
in the process of trying to generate the usable and nece·s-sary 
info1·ruation for which they were intended. Many systems simpl:y evolved ..
by adding more and more to an existing system without rega.r.d to 
•• 
whet11er the existing system is really worth adding to. Often 
information systems appear to be developed on the ".s.h.ot g"U.Il'' approach, 
i.e. , if your system generates enough data yo·u should be r·easonably 
sure of generating all ~he information a decision maker r·~ciuires to· 7 
'---' 
carry out his function. This of course, assumes that the one making 
the decisions can separate the information he requires from all the . 
useless data which he may be inundated. 
It has long been apparent that a good management' information: 
system does not just happen but must be systema.t.ical.ly and analytically 
designed so that it can accomplish its purpose in the most efficient 
and economical manner. It is, therefore, necessary that tools of 
' 
system analysis be developed which are applicable to information 
system design _and analysis. 
;,.; 
,. . 
... 
Mathematical Models 
One of the tools of a systems analyst has long been the mathe~ 
matical model by which the analyst can simulate a system and obsenve 
how the system performs under various external ( or internal) stimul.i -~ 
One particular information system model was first proposed by 
Irving J. Leiberman [5] in 1956. Eugene D. Homer [4] later analyzed 
and developed a more general model which was more applicable to a 
realistic information system. A :further study and analysis was.made 
by J. F. Wilson Ill] in 1966 to determine what, if any weakness 
existed in the Homer model and if it could, indeed by applied to the 
analysis of an existing information system. 
Wilson found that the Homer model could (within limits) be': 
applied to a realistic information system. He found however, that the 
i 
·., 
model had a basic error in its determination of the number of times an. , I 
item of data may be made available to an intermediate report level or : · 
' 
a business function. Wilson suggested a method to correct this error.·
1 
The Homer model utilizest a single matrix arra;y to indicate· 
information flow in the system. Construction of the: ·moae.l requires 
only a knowledge of the immediate successor(s) of a particular data- or 
; 
' I 
l 
information item in the information flow network diagram of. the system. \ 
This model will then compute the data flow paths through the matrix 
and show which business functions and reports are recipients of the 
data item and how ma.DY paths are available for· the data to traverse to 
reach the business function. 
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Homer's model shows only the precedence relationship of reports 
and business functions to input data. It does not have the abilitf 
to indicating time factors except for occurrence order. Without 
the ability to consider time characteristics of data flow, t~e model 
can never simulate the dyne.mi cs of the. system it is attempting to 
model. 
.! 
i 
f 
I It is the purpose of this thesis to review the work by Lieberman, 
Homer and Wilson and to then develop a refine~ent of the model such 
. that it will be capable of simulating the temporal relationships 
of data, reports and business functions. 
I 
I 
I 
The last part of this thesis will be to attempt to apply the 1 
I dynamic model to an existing information system in order to demon-
strate the models ability (or lack of ability) in informstion 
system modeling. 
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CHAPTER II 
Background to Mathematical Information System Models 
Introduction 
II 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the backgroun·a .and 
' '. 
! 
' 
evolution of the matrix model of an information system. The: ~hod 
considered are based on the original work by Lieberman [5]. A brief 
excursion into graphical models will be presented as a descriptive 
method of presenting information flows in business systems, Followj~n-g-: 
Lieberman's model is a revi.ew of Homer's refinement of this model. and. 
0 a sur-1TI1ary of Wilson's analysis of Homer's model. 
Gra~11ical Presentation of Information Systems 
•. The graphical approach o:f modeling. and describ·ing sy_stems :and' 
dependent sequential occurrences is a popular and effective method of 
presentation due to the ability of ,a graph to represent, by visual 
means, such dynamic system attributes as quantity, flow direction, 
events or occurrences, precedence, number of preceding events, path·s 
through the network, etc. A graphical representation is easily 
visualized and lends itself well to manual manipulation and variatio.n .. 
Its major drawback, however, is the difficulty in applying computer 
operation and manipulation to the models. Figure II-l shows a 
relatively simple directed graph representing t·he flow of data a.lid 
information through two levels of busine·s_:E3 fun.-oti:ons. 
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Gr~aphical Representation .o·f 
Information Flow 
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Some aspects of this information system are readily apparent frbm 
the graph. For instance, nodes D, E, F, and G might represent form 
reports which are compilations of data items A, B, and C. These 
reports are used to generate items H, I, K, and L which could be 
interim reports utilizing information extracted from reports _D:, E, F, 
j 
and G .. The hierarchical precedence is easily followed to show that· 11 
functions and/or reports labelled A thru L must be generated o~ 
realized before the terminal functions J and M can be realiz.ed. 
J might represent decisions or reports which are supported by th~ 
information system· and for which the information system exist-s. 
The visual impact of this method of flow representation is 
:\ 
attractive to systems analysts since it readily shows what operation, 
decisions or documents must precede each event. c5r· node. Of co-urse· , 
:I this type or representation is not new. Gr_aphical methods of' di·spla._. 
and analysis have historically provided simple, accessible and 
powerful tools for constructing and solving problems where there i.s 
involved a discrete arrangement of objects or events. PERT is an 
excellent and familiar example of graphical analysis of proce.sses or. 
events which have precedence relationships. While it is not the 
I intent of the author of this thesis to explore the field of graphica~ 
! 
analysis, the applicability of this approach to the analysis of 
information systems should not be overlooked. .• ,· I ; . 
I· The graphical techniques that will be used in this thesis will ' 
be only those required to present the problem in: a manner which the 
i • 
I author believes is most efficient for understanding and visualizing I 
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the flow in the information system. Those persons/,interested in 
information or graphical methods bf information system analysis are 
referred to reference 2. 
Matrix Methods of Information System Modeling • 
-· The area of emphasis of this thesis is the matrix model of informa-
tion systems. This area has been explored by Lieberman [ 5 ] whose 
work in 1955 is one. of the bases for mathematic models of information 
systems. Homer [ 4] in 1961 pursued Lieberman's basic method and 
prod.uced a matrix model with far more applicability. Wilson [ 11 ] 
anal:rzed both Lieberman's and Homer I s models and their applicability 
to an existing realistic information system and discovered some weak-
ness in both approaches. 
Since these earlier works represent the background and foundation 
for this thesis they will be explored in detail in the following 
sections. 
Lieberman's Model 
Lieberman's model requires that each report or information level 
be kno'Wll and identifiable and that the information requirements of the 
various business function be known. Lieberman's basic approach is the 
development of an input/output matrix for each report level and then, 
by matrix multiplication, show the relationship between information .. 
and the communication of information. through source documents and re-
ports to various levels of the system. 
Before one can proceed further with this explanation, a dictionary 
of terms and symbols used by Lieberman (and carried·through by Homer 
'.-;,;. 
. .,,/. 
and Wilson) is necessary. These terms are as follows: 
"B is a business function -· def"ined as a set o-r managerial acti ,ri ties which are assigi1ed tc) a g:coup according to type of' duties. There is an attempt i.n this definition to separate the various aspects of control or action taking in the organization." 
"C is a Class of Information which may consist of one or more pieces of information having alJ_ corD.ID.on quantities. The kind of information and quantitative measure of that kind of information. Distinction vrill ·be rna<ie between two different. types of classes of irl±·ormation." 
"i is for identification type of class of information. These classes describe or identify a form or document . ... An example of this type information vrould be date, invoice number, purchase order number, etc., which helps to identify the document. 
"q is for quantitative type of class of information such as nlTIIlber of hours worked, number of pieces ordered, number of people, etc." 
"F stands :for Form. Two documents are said to have the same form if they all have the same classes of information and no other classes a An exa:m.pJ.e of two docurnents -.:.ri th the same form would be two time cards each for a different person on two time cards for di -ffere11t 1,,reeks for the same person" The fo1~ is the same but the document is dif:fe-rento" 
"S means Source data forms - these two forms upon 
which information is recorded for the first time and is not obtainable from any other form .. n 
"R mea:-is F.eport forms - these forms which arise from performing an operation or combination of operations on Source Data form." 
The next step to Lieberman's model is to form the input/output 
matrix representation for each report level. 
T. 
The matrix representation is designed to show the relationships 
of input information and the form or -function ··i.vhe1·e it is used. This 
is accomplished by the matrix whose rows are headed by the name or 
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symbol of the information input and the columns are headed by, the name 
or symbol of the forms or functions generated at that leve~. 
I The cell at the intersection of the row and col11mn he~ding of an 
information symbol and a form symbol will contain a l or Ol according 
to whether or not the information is used or not used in that 
particular form. 
A matrix array is similarly generated for each succeeding ·rep.ort 
level of the information system but with the reports or fUnction~: 
generated by one level becoming the information inputs to the 
succeeding level. 
' i 
.. t: The generation of the matrix arrays proceeds as f.¢'1,lctws: 
(Refer to the graphical system in Figure II-1). 
Let nodes A, B and C represent identification, (i) o.r 
quantitative (q) inputs. 
Let , (s) nodes D, E, F and G represent Souce documents. 
Let nodes H, I, K and L represent Reports (R). 
Let nodes J and M represent Business functions {B). 
The first report level matrix (Ml) represents ·the identification · · 
or quantitative inputs (i, q) to the Source documents {S) .. 
D E F G H I K L 
A 1 1 0 0 ·n.- l l o·- ·o 
Ml = B 0 1 1 1 M2 = E 1 o :o. -0 
C O O 1 l F. 1. :o .. 1. 0 
G 0 0 0 l 
The second report level matrix (M2) shows the sour.ce' :·~ocuments 
as inputs to the reports {R) • 
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1.3 
The third level matrix (M3) shows the reports as inputs to the 
Business decision functions (B). 
M3 -
-
H 
I 
K 
L 
J M 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
Lieberman's model is manipulated by multiplying the matrices 
together to show the cumulative flow through of identification and 
quantitative data inputs (i or q) through to the business functions 
(B(N)). The multiplication is a straight forward matrix operation. 
It is not 
' 
comutati ve however. 
follows: 
MlM2 -
-
M1M2M3 
The procedure and results are as 
A 
B 
C 
A 
= B 
C 
H 
2 
2 
1 
J· 
3 
2 
1 
I 
1 
0 
0 
M 
1 
2 
2 
K L 
0 :o 
.. 
l l 
1 1. 
If we examine each of the matrices Ml, M2, M3, MlM2 and Ml M2 M3 
a good deal of information about the system may b~ obtained. As an 
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example, the three basic matrices (Ml, M2 or M3) can s:how- -now- 1.i·Eieful 
certain data input or report is. By s11mming the row headed by the it 
symbol an indication of its usefulness is indicated. The hi·ghe·r the 
total, the greater indication of value of the item. A total of O woul 
• I indicate that the report is useless. If we examj ne the matrices. which\ 
resulted from multiplication, we can determine more facts about the 
system. The first manipulation shows that input items Ago into 
genera~ ing report H and I , item B goes into H ~ K and :t a.s o.;o:_e:s: i·te.m C. 
It also shows that items A and B are both made availa.b·le to report H 
twice, i.e., these are two different paths by which data items- A and 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
B may reach report H. Zeros at intersection.show where 
an input does not contribute to a report. 
Analysis of matrix MJ.. M2 t.13 shows the same type ir1f'crmation, as 
above except that data items A, Band Care carried through to the. 
functions J and M. The observer can immediately determine from the. 
matrix that item A, Band Call are used in the functions Mand J and 
that there are three paths by which A can arrive at J and 2 paths by 
which B can arrive at M or J and C can arrive at M by 2 paths,. 
In Lieberman's words: 
"the r,esul tant matrix indicates the classes of information available to each of the business functions. The number of times this information is available to each function is indicated by the number at their intersection. This gives a measure of the redundancy in processing ... " 
Later analysis by Wilson [ 11 ] has shown that the "number ·of 
times available" statement as made above should be stated as the 
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I 
"n1miber of paths a class of information mey take to reach the busines~ 
function." This aspect will be explored in greater detail later. 
Homer's Matrix Model 
Homer [ 4] investigated the utility of' Lieberman's model in 
application to realistic system and found that: 
"With all the power the Lieberman model possesses it is 
unfortunate that it is· almos-t impossible to apply to a 
practical situation. The examples (illustrated) all 
neatly categorized the components of a system into 
data, source documents, various report levels and 
bus1Lness :functions. Actual cases do not e.x:t1ibit such 
clear cut characteristics." 
Homer further states 
. -y 
"Following are conditions which hinder the establishment of' 
the model and which the author has more f'requently found 
present than absent: 
1. Cases where it is extremely difficult to define the 
leveltRf the report because it is prepared not orily from 
the j level reports, but also r.eports of level j-1., j...;.~ 
etc. 
2. Similarly, cases where bustg_ess :functions are perf'ormed 
not only on the basis of n level reports but on lower 
level reports as well. 
3. Cases where business :functions are perf'ormed at the n+l 
level, others at lower levels. 
4. Cases where items of data enter a system at some level 
higher than j=l. 
5. Cases where reports are prepared outside the scope:of 
the study and enter the system at some relatively high 
level. 
6. Cases in which some intermediate report Risa terminal 
report for some j< n; such as records primarily historical 
in nature, or summary reports prepared ~or use outside 
the scope of the study. 
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Such conditions as above result in a series of 
whicl1 are incompatible for multiplication, f'or heading of l,Ii are not necessarily identical to headings of Mj_1 ." 
matrices 
the 
the 
• 
Homer suggests two methods of correcting those conditions. The 
first method is to add appropriate rows and columns to each report 
-
-~ . level matrix such that the row headings of one level are the same as 
the col11mn headings of the preceding level, thus making the matrix 
conformable for multiplication. The second method Homer s·uggests is 
more flexible and efficient and will be examined in more detail s;ince 
it provides the basis for the modeling to be carried through in this 
thesis. 
Homer's Second Method 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1· 
\>' , I The second method developed by Homer em:ploys only one matrix, -s ,\ 
! 
I 
. ' 
formed from all the report levels as described in Lieberman's model I 
and representing the entire system. * The solution, S, obtained will, 
' be the same as with Lieberman I s method and is achieved by performing 
a series of elementary row operations on S. 
The rules for forming the system matrix, S, a.re as follows: 
Each item of information is denoted by di, each report by ~ 
and each business function by B. The levels of any reports or-r 
documents need not be specified. 
1. 
2. 
A row is established for each di and~' 
component except the B's. 
r 
• 1.e. for each 
A column is established ~or each~ and for each Br 
in the system, i.e. for each component of the system 
~ 
I 
I 
, ' 
.,.. 
-' 
,, 
j·'. 
'· 
; I 
. ..__.,;: __ -
• 
except the d. 's. 
l. 
.-17 
I 
_I_ 
j 
3. As with Lieberman's model~ the number 1 will be inserted 
in each cell to represent an i tern of information appearing ·1 
in a report, one report used to produce another or a 
report used to perform a business f'unction. 
,. 
4. Each ~ will be represented by both a ... column and a row. In; 
each cell formed by the intersection of an identical row 
and 
5. All other cells will be labeled zero. 
6. 
• 
An initial analysis of the matrix can be made as follows: 
a. Should contain only zeros, the report or 
business f'unction represented is outside the scope 
o:f the system being investigated and the ·col1lmn should· 
be deleted. 
b. Should any row contain only zeros, the report. qr 
c. 
item represented is not a component o:r the system:, and 
the row should be removed. 
Should any col1lrnn contain -1 as the only non~z·ero 
entry, the component represented by that col11mn is 
really an input to the system. The 
removed. 
should be 
d. Should any row contain -1 as the only non-zero entry, 
the component represented by that row is really an 
output of the system. The row should be removed. 
.J 
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I I:f the application of the above rules results in the · . ! 
: \ 
l 
' 
', 
deletion of both the row and the c.9l11m:n- representing t~e 
. 
. 
' \ same component, this is an indication that the ~ompone~t. 
I is not a member of the system under investigation. \. 
I 
I If one is to apply these rules to the example sy_stem :shown in \ 
. I 
I 
I Figure II-1 the following matrix, S, will result. 1· 
I 
. \. 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
K 
L 
D E F G H I K L J M 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 o· 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 0 ·o: ·O 0 O·. 
i 0 0 0 Q. :o. 0 I 0 1 1 ·o I . . 
I 
! 
I 
' I 0 .. I -1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 ·o ... 
0 -1 0 0 1 0 a o: 0 .0 I 
I -
·i I 
' 
0 0 -1 0 l 0 1 0 0 .0 I 
I 
..:.. 
l 
\ 
. 
1. 0 0 0 ~1 ·o .o· ·o· i .. -. .o 0 
,. I 
I 0 0 0 C) .... 1 0 0 0 0 I 1 ' I 
I 
! 
i 
I 
I 0 0 0 0 a o· 0 ' -1. 1 1 I 
I a 0 0 o: ·o 0 h -1 0 0 l 
r 
i 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
0 0 0 o· .Q 0 0 
-1 Q 1 
I 
. 
l 
This representation of the system has the following points: 
1. It is not necessary to label the various reports with an. 
I , 
I 
I 
indication of their level. 
I 
I 
I 
I Failure to remove rows and col11mns as speci~ied in step 6, \ 
! 
2. 
above, will not effect the final results. 
3. Rows and columns can be established in any order. Th.is 
makes the analysis of additions to or chang~s in the system 
I 
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possible with a minimum of computation dif'f'iculty._ 
i 
I The solution results of Homer's model are identical to those.: ,o.ff 
Lieberman for this example. In reality Homer's model has all 
the power that Lieberman's model has, however, the reverse is not 
, true. 
! 
The solution of Homer's model will appear in the solution area: 
of' the matrix. The solution area consists of those cells formed by : 
' ,-the intersection of input rows and output colirmns. In the example, : 
this would be the intersection of rows A, B, and C and 
M. 
and-
* The solution matrix, S , is: derived from the syst.em niatr;i.;>c ::s. l;Jy 
performing the following elementary row operations: J' 
.. 1. Identify the solution area of the matrix, i.e. the 
i~tersection of the input rows and the output col1Jmns. 
2. Perform the necessary elementary col11mn op~rations to 
reduce to zero each entry in 
those in the solution area • 
.... 
than 
3. The resulting values in the solution ~ea- re-:r;>re.s·ent ·the 
solution of the algorithm. 
* The solution matrix S for the example system·is shown below. 
Examination of the solution area, which is outlined by heavy lines~-
will reveal the same results as with Lieberman·' s model solution. 
) 
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:i 
! 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
l D E F G ]{. I K L J M ·j 
' I 
A 1 1 0 0 :o, 0 0 0 3 1 
I 
B 0 1 1 1 -o 0 0 0 2 2 
I ,· C 0 :0 l l 0 0 0 0 1 2 \: 
1· 
l. 
I. D Cl ·o 0 I -1 0 .l 1. 0 0 0 I .. . . 
I 1 
r l R 0 -1 0 0 .l 0 0 0 0 c(:) t > I I ; 1~ 
I 
I 
I 
l --1 ·() F 0 0 0 Q: 0 0 . -1 1 ! · ... }.· 
:~' 
G 0 0 a -1 0 0 0 l 0 0 . I' 
\ 
\ 
I H 0 0 Q 0 -1- 0 0 o· ·o o: I .. I 
I 
I I 0 .0 0 0 0 -1 0 o- 0 o. I .. 
I 
I 
I 
I' K 0 0. O· o: 0 0 -1 0 0 0 r t 
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 O:: 
' 
The advantage of Home·r ' s method over that of Lieberman. should be rea 
apparent. The system being analyzed can more readily be represented 
by the model since identification of report level is not required 
' 
' 
• l:y 
and there need not be clear distinction between report levels. The· 
manupulation of Homer's matrix is considerably easier than Lieberman's 
since it requires only elementary 
Mathematical proof of the validity of the results of this method 
is contained in the appendix of reference 4 and will not be covere 
as part o:f this thesis. 
Steinberg and Wilson Analysis of the Matrix Models 
Steinberg [ 1cil noted that Pert Networks , Parts Explosion Cb.arts, . 
and Business System data flow patterns can be characterized by 
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l 
\ 
I directed graphical netlf'Orks ii' no ;i'eedb.a.ck.. paths are allowed and that 
\ 
I 
i 
a connectivity matrix can be constructed from such graphical network$. 
Connectivity matrices are representative 
connection of nodes are characterized by an N x N matrix where all 
: 
\ row headings are representative of the nodes and.\ 
are listed in their order of occurence. Interconnectivity between 
nodes is indicated by a l at their row/col11mn intersection and by· 
zero otherwise. If the network has no :feedback loops, the matrix · 
I 
I· 
! 
\ . 
\ 
i 1~ 
! 
I 
l· 
\ 
I 
I 
·\ 
will be an upper triangular matrix, i.e. all cells in the lower left I 
l 
I triangular portion of the matrix including the diagonal are zero. · \ 
Steinberg also notes that all upper triangular matrices are nilpotent\, 
\ 
I 
I 
meaning they are capable of being reduced to a null matrix by being 
raised to successively higher powers and that examination of the I 
l . . d.. .. d 1 A(n) t .. · 11 .. 
.. d. t. f th t ·1 1 1\ 
in ivi ua ma rices Wl give an in ica ion o e repor eve~ 
• I 
I 
\ · 
of the system. The maximum number of ~ifferent levels a data input 
\ \ - I 
I 
.l 
I 
\ 
passes through before reaching the output of the system can be an 
indicator of the n11mber of report levels in the system. Steinberg 
noted that if A (n+ 1 ) = 0 and .i1 "f O there is at lea.st one "n S:tep" l 
path in the system which is indicative of an "n" report level system. 
Carroll [ 2] incorporates the nilpotent attribute of a cons is-
tent network in determining report precedence ~or graphical modeling 
of a document oriented information system. Wilson [11] approached 
the problem of determining report levels in a system by manipulation 
of Homer's S matrix. Wilson's method requires partitioning the -1 
submatrix area. of Homer's matrix model into its minimum n11mber of 
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22 
possible -I diagonal sub-matrices. Manipulation to determine if the 
minimum has been reached requires row/column interchanges with reduc-
tion of the number of -I sub-matrices as the objective. This approach 
is somewhat cumbersome as a manual operation and appears to be subject 
to erroneous results if the user overlooks a :possible interchange. 
A more effective and direct approach of determining report lev~ls' 
appears to be ·the matrix multipli<:!ation method. Both Wilson's method 
and the nilpotent method will be examined more closely in Chapter 3. 1 
Wilson's Time Available Algorithm 
* Wilson's [11 J analysis of the Homer's S matrix model focus·es: 
attention on the fact that both Lieberman's and Homer's model could 
I 
lead to erroneous conclusions by their implication that the number of; 
paths available as indicated in the solution matrix of Lieberman's 
* model or the solution area of the S Homer's model were taken as the 
! 
'I 
I 
i number of times data mey be available to a r,ep_ort or business function. 
i 
As Wilson points out 
"This assumes that multiple recording occurs of' identical data on a report or that report preparation is similar to a parts assembly process." 
j 
., 
I 
In other words , Homer's model m~ show that there are three :paths that 
a particular data. item di may reach a business function, Bk, however, i 
two of these paths may be through a Report ~ which is an input to 
Bk. Unless data item di is recorded twice on report~ there is, in 
reality, a convergence of two paths at~ and therefore di is avail-
able to Bk only 2 times instead of three as Homer's model would 
indicate. 
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~ 
.. 
Wilson suggests a method to correct this weakness in Homer's 
(and Lieberman's) models by modification of Homer's method of matrix 
operation. Wilson's method requires partitioning the S matrix into 
report levels. Therefore, Wilson's algorithm will also be covered 
in Chapter 3 a~er examination of methods of determining report 
levels in the S matrix. 
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CHAPrER III 
Report Level Determination and Wilson's 
Times Available Algorithm 
' .\ 
'} 
1. 
I 
' 
:l 
r· 
I 
I r 
:i 
:: 
The purpose of this chapter is to examjne two methods of deter-\ 
mining the report level structure of Homer's S matrix. The methods 
to be examined are Wilson's method and the matrix multiplication \ 
\ method as commented on by Steinberg. Also to be examined is· Wilson's\. 
l I . 
I algorithm for determining the number pf times a data input :i:s· avail--·\ 
. I 
able to an output function. 
Wilson's Method of Report Level Determination 
Figure III-1 shows a graphical network which represents a 
hypothetical information system. There are, in this system, 6 data 
I 
! 
' l 
\ 
i 
I 
., 
i. 
• I 
' i 
\ 
l 
i 
I 
! 
\ 
' 
i inputs d1 through d6 , 9 report :functions, R1 through R9 and 3 busines\s 
I :functions, B1 , B2 , and B3 for a total of 18 nodes. The S matrix 
model for this system is given in Figure III~2. 
I 1. 
i 
I 
, I 
I i 
I 
_ IWilson partitions the S matrix into sub-matrices which identify I 
\ the report levels as follows: 
1. 
2. 
Construct the matrix model S according to t.he procedures 
of Homer's algorithm. 
Reorder the rows and col11rnns of S, as necessary, until the 
lower left corner sub-matrix is an upper triangular matrix 
whose main diagonal is filled with -1'~. This is acco~-
plished by elementary row-col11mn interchanges. The -end . 
result after ordering will be as shown in the example 
S matrix within the heavy lines. 
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:j' ··-
I 
' i 
I 
' I 
'.l 
·1 
Bi.2: B 
I R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 
~7 RB R.9 B I { 1. ·. 3 1 .. 
I 
. I 
I 
I 
I dl 1 0 0 1 0 Q, 0 0. 0 o· 0 0 ·I : 
I 
.. ·. 
I 
!, 
-:. 
I d2 1 0 1 0. 0 o·. o. 0 ..o: Q O' 0 I 
.. I 
I 
I 
I .. 1· () ;b I, d3 0 1 .0 0 0 0 1 Q: 0 o· .• 
1. 
l 
.. , 0 0 0 b o· :0 1· d4 1 0 0 ·Q .1 0. I 
I 
"'" 
I 
I d5 0 1 1 0 O· 
.0 -o· Cl. o· ,l 
.0 I·-0 . a . . 1· 
. 
. . : 
, I 
1· 
L d6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .0 0 1: l .. ,. 
' I I Rl -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ·_Q O' 'I P· 
I :1 
I I! ; ~ . ,. 
I /1 I 1'. R2 0 -i 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 ·o 0 Ii 
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R3 0 0 -1 0 :0 1 'l o· 0 0 0 0 :: ' .. ''j ; ~ 
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The next step after reordering is accomplished is· to partition 
the matrix into report level sub-matrices. This is p.erformed a.s 
follows. 
1. Partition the matrix model into four quadrants such that 
the lower left quadrant is an upper triangular sub-matrix 
and the upper right quadrant is the solution area of the 
model. 
2. Partition the upper triangular,sub-matrix into -I sub-
matrices along its main diagonal beginning with the upper 
left -1 entry and proceeding down the diagonal. Form the 
first -I sub-matrix as large as possible_, then. the secon.d, 
third, etc. as large as possible. The size of' ·the ~r s:ub-· 
matrices may be 1 X 1 or larger and is determined by the 
1 entries in the upper part of the upper triangular sub-
\ 
matrix. 
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3. Consider the number of -I sub-matrices forIIJ.e.d .in st·ep 2. :J 
Attempt to reduce this number by performin'g e.lementa.ry 
row col11mn interchanges, still maintaining the upper 
triangular relationship and by partitioning the upper 
triangular sub-matrix accordingly. The number of -I 
sub-matrices is minimum if (a) this quantity cannot be 
reduced or (b) this number remains the.same but it is 
possible to increase the size of one -I sub-matrix while 
decreasing the size of another or (c) only row/col11mn 
interchanges can be made that will increase the number 
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28 
of - I sub-matrices. 
4. If condition (b) of step 3 occurs, check the sub-matrix 
adjacent to each -I sub-matrix beginning with the upper-
most -I sub-matrix, for any rows that contain only zeros. 
If any row contains only zeros, shift this row downward 
into the next -I sub-matrix and let it become the last 
row in this sub-matrix and let it become the last 
row in this sub-matrix (the corresponding column must be 
shifted to the right also). Contin11e this process f'·or:· 
all but the last -I sub-matrix. 
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I 5. Let the partitioning lines of the upper sub~matrix· ·extend 
vertically and horizontally through the matrix model S, 
this partitioning divides the matrix model into sub-
matrices which (are associated with the report levels). 
\ 
\ 
Figure III-3 shows the example matrix e.s partitioned by the 
above method. It can be seen that the lower left sub-matrix can 
be partitioned into 3 - I sub-matrices which identify the members 
• of three report levels below the business :functions. The left 
to right position of the -I sub-matrix will also identify the 
.;/ 
report level value, R1 , R2 , and R3 for example are mem"Qers of the 
~irst report level according to this method, an~ R9, R8, R4 and R7 
are third level reports. This is perhaps not a reliable identif~a-
tion labeling of the members of the report levels, however. This 
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inforn1s.tion system~ drawn graphically, appears as shown in Figure III-1. 
The nodes represent the data, reports and :function as referred to in 
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the matrix model. Examination of the graphical representation shows 
that partitioning appears to be accurate in identifying reports 
R1 , R2 and R3 as first level reports and R5 and R6 as second 
level reports. R9 is also accurately labeled as a third level report. 
The ambiguity of Wilson partitioning is in the implied identification 
of reports R4 , R7 and R8 as third level reports. This ambiguity 
results for the following reason: Wilson's partitioning and row/ 
interchange procedure results in a "top down" order identifi-
cation of the reports whicr1 mean that a report. will be identifi.ed 
by the lowest level of the set of next higher reports that it is an 
input to. This says that if a report is an input to a 4th level and 
a 6th level report it will be identified as a 3rd level report. 
It it went only to the 6th level report, it would be identified :as 
a 5th level report. Further ambiguity may occur due to the fact 
that all output functions are identified with the highest level 
in the system. In this, the system appears to have these out·puts 
at the jfourth level. Examj nation, however, shows only B3 is a tr.ue 
fourth level function while B1 and B2 are third level functions 
(these identifications are based on the number of report steps the 
:function is above the data inputs d1 - a6 ). The identification of 
' 
• levels by partitioning of the matrix is not unique since reports 
R4 and R8 can easily be identified with report level 2 as with report 
level 3. 
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The Method of ReEort Level Determination 
4 I C I 4. I C 
Steinberg [10] noted the properties of a business information 
system can be represented by a network diagram and that a con-
nectivity matrix can be constructed from such a network if the 
network is consistent, i.e., there are no circular paths within 
the network. 
-. Connectivity matrix, A, is constructed by setting aij = l if 
the element of data or report i is directly used in the preparation 
of the report or business f'unction j. The connectivity matrix is . 
similar to Homer's model and differ only in that it is an N x N 
matrix and that the row 
headings vectors are 
identical and there are no -1 entries; As can be seen in Figqre 
III-4 the connectivity matrix is larger than the Homer matrix and 
is a square matrix. 
Steinberg makes the following observations: 
"Some use:ful properties o:f An are 
l. If aij (n) # o there is an n step path from i to j. 
2. If A0 + 1 is the lowest power of A for which column j is 
empty, then the longest path within the, network termina-
ting at j is an "n step" path, and similarly, if Am+ 1 'is 
the lowest power of A for which row i is empty, then the 
longest path within the network originating at i is a,n 
"m step" path. 
3. If the network is consistent (i.e. no circular paths are 
present) there is some integer n for which An+ 1 = O but 
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' 
For this integer n, the matrix B = A + A 2 · + . 
j 
ni 
• • • A ! 
' has the obvious property that fij indicates the p:r-e$ence 
or absence of at least one path from i to j. 
This idea of maximum path lengths associated with 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
\ 
,I 
.I 
·! 
; 
i 
,j 
I 
!. individual nodes in the network provides a unique defin.i,tio~ 
1 
i 
I 
i 
i of "level", thereby resolving an issue raised by Homer in -\ 
1 
i 
I d4scussing Lieberman's model. 
0 
.1 
f Steinburg' s suggestion that report le.vels c~ be uniquely 
determined by raising the matrix model to successively higher 
·1 
\: 
·1. 
·j 
l 
·I 
i 
I ,. 
I 
l 
.,J 
\ 
' powers appears to have more promise of accuracy· th.an. Wilson's manua.J\: 
\ 
partitioning. This does not imply that there would be less diffi-
,. 
i 
\ 
i culty in manipulation by using the An approach over partitioning but, 
it is felt by the author of this thesis that for large multileve.l 
system models that the manual partitioning will be more prone: to 
error than ·matrix multiplication which is strictly a matp.em~ti.c:al 
operation. In addition, the multiplication can re.adily be .Programm.e,d 
for computer solution. 
I ... 
n comparison of Wilson Partitioning and the A Method of System 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I \Alilson' s Partitioning method has been covered in the beginning \ 
I 
I of this chapter. As a comparison, the An method has been applied to\ 
. I 
I 
I 
I 
the connectivity matrix in Figure III-4 Figure III- 5 thru Figure 
I ' I III-7 shows the successive powers of the matri~. 
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Determination of ReE9rt Levels from the An Matrices 
Since A5 = 0 this system has a 5 - 1=4 step path as its 
. longest path. Therefore the system has 4 levels. Examination .of 
then= 4 matrix shows that only one function, B3, has a 4 step 
path from the system input. This would then identify function B·3 
as a 4th level function. Examination of then= 3 matrix reveals 
that the function set R9 , B1 , B2 and B3 have ·3 step paths from 
the systems input. Since B3 has been identified as a level 4 
.. 
function it is eliminated from this set leaving functions (or 
reports) R9 , B1 and B2 as third level functions. The n = ;2 mat·rix 
(after eliminating previously identified functions as above) shows 
that reports· R5 , R6 and R7 are second level reports. By the s·ame 
method the n = 1 matrix (Figure III-3) ·identifies R1 , R2 , a.3, :R4 
and R8 are first level reports. 
Exhibit III-1 shows the 
· between the two methdds of comparison . , .. . . 
report level determination. 
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EXHIBIT III-1 Comparison of Report Level Identi:fication by Wilson's· 
Method and by the Power of the Matric Method . 
.., 
·, 
I· Examination of Exhibit III-1 shows the wide difference in assoc· -
ation of a particular report to a report level. This discrepancy is 
readily explained, however, by reviewing the method ()f level identi-, I 
fication bv the two methods. .., As discussed earlier in this cha.pter, 
the partitioning method analyzes the system from the top down and 
identifies each report or function at its highest possible level. 
n The A method however uses a "bottom up" analysis and identifies 
each report or function at its lowest possible level. To be mo-re. 
accurate, it identifies a report's level by the number of steps-. in· 
the longest path from the system's input to the report. 
Critical Appraisal of the Two Methods of Report Level Identification 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
r 
\ The term "report level" is perhaps deceiving in that it may imply 
a management level for which it is intended. This·is not the case 
in this determination. The term means essentially the rank. of the 
report or function above the input data of the matrix model. In 
n the case of· the A determination the identification of a report as 
a third level report means only that there is at least one three-
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39 
step path between it and the inputs and no path greater than three \ 
steps. In the partitioning method, identification of a report as a 
third level report is a function the total number of identified levelis 
I 
i in the system. The term "third level", in this case, implies that 
this report is either an output function of a three level system or 
that there is, at most, a one step path from this report to one 
that is identified as a fourth level report and it is not an input 
to the system. Examination of these two methods indicate that 
neither is completely right or wrong. Both will identify the same. 
number of levels in the system, however, the identification of sets 
I 
1 ,. 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
in each level will probably differ for each. The difference, however~ 
I 
I 
I is not one of concern since the reports in ql1estion, unless . identi-
fied by some means other than by the mathematical models can as 
I easily be identified with the report levels of one model's results I 
I as another .. In fact, the two models show the extremum of the level I 
identifiers of a report and the report can con·ce-i vably be identified _ \ 
with either extreme or with an in between level. 
, \ 
\ The identification and grouping of reports by levels is required \ 
by ¥lilson's "Time Available Algorithm"[ll]. It turns out that 
Wilson's Algorithm will work equally as well if the levels are 
grouped according to the Partitioning identification or the An 
identification of report levels. 
It is the belief of the author of this thesis that, of the two 
methods, the An method is inherently more accurate and straight 
\ 
I 
forward. While it would probably be difficult to carry the multi- . 
plication through manually for any large size system it is expected: 
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that a computer would be utilized for handling the matrix model and 111
1 
it is a simple programming exercise to produce the An matrices. 
Wilson's Times Available Algorithm 
I 
\ Wilson [l]J observed that Homer's model was 11ot accurate in deter- \ 
I mining the number of times a data input is made available to a report\ 
or a business function. Wilson showed that what Homer's model did 
determine was the number of paths by which the data item could reach 
the report or :runction. The number of paths will always be equal 
to or greater than the number of times data is made available to a 
report or :runction. 
l 
Wilson's algorithm requires the same initial matrix model ·aiS Homer's. 
(See Chapter II). The difference between Wilson's manipulation of 
the matrix from that of Homer is essentially that of grouping· B.I7.d -. 
ordering the reports or functions by report levels and adding some 
additional steps in the sweep-out process. The mechanics of Wilson's 
method is as follows: 
1. Construct the matrix model of the network as was done in Homer's 
method. 
I 
2. Perform the initial analysis of the matrix as outlin~d in Homer's 
procedures. Delete rows or where applicable. 
3. Determine the report levels by partitioning (or by the An method) 
and regroup as necessary the reports (~, k=:1,m) by report level. 
Rearrange the reports level as necessary so that report level 
sets are in ascending order in the matrix. 
4. Identify the solution area (those cells at the intersection of th 
input rows and t'be output colilmns) • 
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d 1 
d2 
d3 
d4 
d5 
d6 
Rl 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R8 
R5 
R6 
R7 
R9 
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Beginning with the upper most 
-I submatrix (or 1st report level 
group) 
• Sweep out all non-zero entries to the right of the -1 
cell by :performing element,ary colu.mn operations. Repeat l 
row 
for • 
This method • 
each row in the first report level. l.S demon-
strated on the matrix model belowQ 
Rl R2 R3 R4 R8 R5 R6 R7 R9 Bl B B3 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0: 0 1 l 1 li 1 1 1 
0 1 0 0, CJ 1 . 1 1 li 1 1 2 
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6. Exe.mine the entries in the input rows ( above the -I subm.atrit'!es·). 
Transform all positive entires in the input rows, except tho.se 
in the solution area, to 1 . 
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7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 for each of the next -I submatrices (or 
report levels) until all -I submatrices have been manipulated. 
8. The number of times available solution can be read in the solution 
area. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Development of the Ti.me Dimensioned Matrix 
Introduction 
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I The purpose of this chapter is to develop and examine a modificar 
tion to Homer's matrix model which allows adding an additional qua.nti~ 
tative dimension to the system network. Since Homer's matrix model I 
I 
• 
t 
I as it now stands shows only the existence of paths in the system and· \ 
' 
! 
! 
their number, no quantitative modeling of the length of these paths , \ 
. i. is available. I This chapter presents the primary subject and basis ofj 
this thesis, the development of the time dimensioned variation ci'f' 
Homer's matrix model of an information systeme 
1· 
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,, 
I· 
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i 
r 
i 
I Information Systems Models enhance the ability of' an analyst to I 
design and study the behavior of an in~ormation system. Any :Sy-stem 
model should provide a formal statement of the system behavior and . 
be constructed so as to include properties wl1.ich are sufficien·t to: 
define the operation of the system. 
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I Malcolm, et al [ 6 ] seys "for the :purposes of studying manage- 1 
I 
ment controls, modeling should be centered about the information, 
I decision-making and control aspects of the business. The majority to\, 
date, however, have been concerned with the physical 
a business such as scheduling of products, control of 
I 
-
i ' 
. i ! I . 
activities within 
1 ~ 
I ' I ~ 
\ ; 
inventory, etc. t4 
Models such as Homer's provide some of the· first steps in basic \ 
I 
1· modeling of inf'ormation systems. It provides a method whereby an I 
I 
II 
inrormation system can be transformed from a conceptual system of , 
data, documents, and business :functions into a mathematical array 
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which can be manipulated manually or, as the system magnitude grows~ 
on a digital computer. 
Homer's model provides a basic framework which enables 
j mathematical manipulation to observe operation of the -system. This ; 
model, however, lacks certain attributes which are necessary to describe 
the operation and characteristics of a realistic system. The, more 
obvious one i_s the temporal relationships of the information f3ystems 
data inputs, reports and business functions. If a system is to be 
realistically modeled, the function of time cannot be overlooked. 
Wilson [11] applied the Homer model to a realistic inform~tion 
system in operation in a manufacturing shop and found that it is 
usable and relatively accurate in detenni11ing information flow: 
paths. It had, however, some weaknesses, one of which was ob-
ser,red and corrected by Wilson's Times Available Algorithm. 
Another weakness which may result in model error is the assumption 
made by the model that all data are carried forward from one 
report to the next. The model has no ability to present the 
quantitative time relationships of functions within the syst·etn-: 
other than to imply that :function "A" must occur before function 
"B" as illustrated below. 
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Simple precedence relationships a.re depicted in the model by the 
order of occurrence, but it is not known whether function "A" occurs 
minutes, seconds, b_ours, days, weeks., or even months be:rore "B" and 
whether, ass1Jming B is a report, the information about nA" which is 
contained in "B" is relatively- new or wh.ether it is so old as to be· 
useless. The dynamics of information system operation is m11ch· like 
,:. 
a continual assembly line operation where the "raw materials" .are t:he 
data inputs which are gathered either continuously or at s·p·ecif'ied 
intervals. Intermediate processing stages may be represented by the 
report levels and the final :product mey be the business function.. Tr-re. 
product produced by this information system is o:rten di:f:ficult to· 
' 
evaluate, it is however safe to assume that the- output business func-
tion in most cases has value which declines (sometimes rapidly) with 
time. The purpose of a system model should be to simulate, within 
constraints, the object system such that some degree .o:f analysis may 
\ 
be made of the system from the behavior of the model. Any information 
system will be analyzed and rated by many parameters a few of which 
a.re as follows : 
A. 
B. 
C. 
. 
Are the reports generated oriented toward the USfars? 
Are the reports brief, analyzed, and accurate? 
Is the system flexible enough to allow quick changes to 
meet new conditions? 
D. Are the reports timely? 
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In general, a system should bring to each level of management the ' 
necessary and complete information th.at is ac?}lr~t~:\,, ~~¥1!=J..y ,. and. suf-
ficient but not redundant, so that the manager can fulfill his respon~ 
sibilities. Also~ a system should generate and s:chedule :r.~:ports in 
an orderly fashion so that a report ie. not overly delaye°' waiting for 
an input. 
. . The answers to many- of these questions can be determi.ned by· 
Homer's model. For example, solution area of Homer's or Wilson·'-s 
Algorithm will show ( a) which items of data are inputs, t·.o: the bus:i.ness 
f'unctions, i.e. what data are utilized in the :function, (b,) which: 
·' reports may be redundant, i.e. contain the same or simil-ar :dat,.a, (c) 
how many paths are available for the data to get to a b-usine·ss func-
tion, and ( d) what effects- will the removal of a path have ori the 
output f'unctions. 
The questions Homer's model cannot answer ar.e those. whic-h ae·a1 
quantitatively with the time elements of the system. It is .in ·this 
area that the author of this thesis hopes to e~~.r1d ·the: c.a1Jabil.i·ty 
of the matrix model. 
Background for the Time Dimensioned Matrix Model 
The mathematical basis for dimensioning the matrix mo,del is 
embodied in flowgraph evaluation technique5 and GERT, (Graphical 
Evaluation and Review Technique [7 181} and its use of Moment Generating 
Functions (MGF) to determine passage time betwe·en nodes. 
• Homer's model is a matrix representation of a network or graph. 
'lhe graph system capable of be··ing represented by Homer's model is 
relatively simple in that it is directed and can contain no feedback 
or closed loops. 
Flowgraph analysis methods of analyzing networks have some 
\ 
' 
capabilities not found in the matrix model such as analyzing systep1s: · 
which have variable transmittance between nodes and any number of 
J' ' feedback paths. 
The Homer model is, however, easier to set up and mar1i:pulate 
than is the flowgraph if, as stated before, no feedback loops are 
allowed plus the transmittance between nodes are unity. 
An example of the flowgraph technique is shown using "thi.a simple 
network as an example. 
B 
Since no loops exist, the model may be represented by the following 
matrix model. 
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D 
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(Note that the Homer matrix is expanded to an N X N. This will not 
change its characteristics and is necessary for the dimensioned model 
de1 elopment.) Manipulating the model by the rules presented in the 
previous chapter, the solution of the model will be 01:)trained ·.as shown 
belov. 
._-.:,.· 
A B D C E F 
A -1 0 0 0 0 0 ( solut:.ion . ~ ' ...... ar.e-a) 
B 0 -1 0 ·o. 0 0 
)., 
D 
C 
E 
F 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 . 
-1 0 
0 -1 
a 
0 
Q 
0. 
0 0 
i. o: 
1-·. o· -- ... 
The solution area shows that there are two paths by which A 
reaches F. It could be said that F = 2A if one reasons .;that A arrives 
at F twice. The flowgraph approach to: network analy-sis- treats the 
nodes as variables and the paths as transmittances and ·a variable 
which reaches the end of a path is a function of the originating node: 
and the transmittance of the path. In our example graph node B 
would be equal to A x q where q is the transmittance o·f the path 
, between A and B. By the same reasoning C = B ~ s or, since B = (A · q), · 
C =(A· q) · s. Analyzing all the nodes and transmittance through 
the network will show that 
: 
F = (C • u) + (E· v) 
= (B. s) •U + (D. y)·v 
=( (A • q) . s) • . ..:.L u :eT" ( { A •: ,r) · y -) · v 
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::; A(_~ ' e ~ u 1 + A Cr · y · v 1 
and if q = s. = u = r = y = v ~ 1 
' f 
F ==:i 2A 
Th.e above results show that Homer ts model has the a.bil.ity :bf 
simplified flowgraph analysis. Since transmittances along the· pa.tli$ 
in the information system network is· always a,ssumed to be uni·ty ar:tci 
no loops exist, the matrix model will behave the sSID.e as t..he f'lowgr·aph 
anal;.rsis method.* 
GERT E)~tension of Flowgraph Analysis 
The ability of the matrix model to duplicate some of the aspe-cts 
of :flowgraph analysis provides us with tb.e next step in dimension~d 
matrix models. This dimension of time is one that is contained within 
the GERT analysis of' networks. While GERT has many other powerf'ul 
attributes such as stochastic properties of paths plus "exclusive or," 
'tnclusi ve or", and "and" type nodes, we will be concerned principally 
with its use of Moment Generating Function of the times v.alues 
associated with traversing a particular path. 
The Moment Generating Function in this case is the same as used 
in mathematical statistical analysis and is described as follows [ 3. ] • 
*The matrix model does not require unity transmittance in order to be able to duplicate the results of a flowgraph analysis, however., since tl1e ~esults in the solution area represent number of' paths, usi::'.'?, ~::-'2-!1smi ttance of other than unity will result in solutions whicr~ ::-~!_--e meaningless as far as the information ~ystem model is conce:rned. 
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Given a random variable x, the moment generating function of 
its probability distribution is given by the expected value of etx, 
namely 
• 
M (t) = E(etx) = 
X 
vhere E(etx) means the expected value of etx and f(x) is the density 
function of x. 
The moment generating function of' most probability distribut,:i.q[l.s 
have been determined and tabulated. F'or this thesis information 
system time dimensions will be deterministic, 
t, 
.. 
.l. • e • defined co:t1stants. 
The moment generating function for a constant determinist~q 
time distribution of n is e 0 t. 
Application to a Flow Network 
Referring back to our example network, we may now add the new 
parameter to describing each path between nodes which is the moment 
generating function of the time value to traverse the path . 
n t n t In GERT the parameters qe 1, se 3, etc. which describe the 
transmittance of each path are called the wi functions and consist bf 
the probability (q, s, u, etc.) of traversing the path and the Moment 
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Generating Function (enit, en2t etc.} of the associat.e.d t--:i.me :distribu-
tion required to traverse the path. 
In our application, we will assume that all the: prt>babili ties 
are unity' i.e. a path will always be traversed when the originatin-g e 
node has been realized. 
Analysis of the above network now procee:ds t~·.e., ,~e.ine :as. :for 
Flowgraph techniques as follows: 
B A nit - • qe 
B n3t C - • se - n t n. ·t (:n:1 .. _ + _n·3. · __ ·_.}t ( A • q e 1 ) • s.e: · .3 · =, A ( q ·· :$ ) e· ..... 
D = A • re n2t 
E = D • yen4t = (A·ren2t) . 
F = C·uen5t + E·ven~t 
= (A (g·s) e(n1 + n3)t) nst · 
· ue + (A(y•r)efn2 + n4}t) . 
since 
q=s=r•y=u=v=l 
F = A (e(nl + n2 + n5)t + e(n2 + n4 + n6)t; 
Examination of this result- is interpreted as fo:lloYTs: the equivalent 
network as analyzed above shows that A goes to 
moment generating function of one path is e(nl 
the other is e(n2 + n4 + n6)t 
e(n1 + n3 + n5)t 
F by two paths , the 
+ n · + n5.-)t. 3 :·_. · and o·f 
. 
.- .• 
-··: 
' 
~ 
• 
If we take the first derivative of the moment generating :funct:ion 
of a distribution with respect tot and then sett= O, we will obtain 
the mean of the distribution of !l for a particular •patn [3]. In our 
I 
d(e(n1 + n3 + n5)t) example 
- nl + n3 + n .• - 5 .. dt t - 0 
and d(e(n2 + n3 + n5)t) = n2 + n3 + n5 
dt t = 0 
The end res11.l t of the above operation tells us that t·he ti,m.e value me~rt 
of one path is n1 + n3 +·n5 and that of the other is n2 + n4 + n6· 
This can be easily verified from the network diagram. 
The Moment Generating Function in the Matri~ Model 
Since the matrix model performs a network analysis· similar to 
the flowgraph technique, it is a logical extension for the matrix model 
to utilize· the MGF in its system modeling. The matrix model may 
then be a dynamic model which analyzes not only the paths through an 
information system, but also the temporal values of these paths. 
Referring once again to the matrix model of the network diagram, 
we originally had the following array. 
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I:f' the -1 entries are disregarded, we can see that each 11111 entry 
represent the presence o:f' a path between nodes, as a:n exa.mple the 1 
at the intersection of' row D and column E describes a pa.th between those 
two nodes. This description, if looked at from the standpoint of 
GERT, would tell us that 
function of 1 Ot • e , or in 
the path between nodes D and E has an 
other words the path will be traversed with 
a probability of 1 and a 
mean time of O time units. The same analysis 
can be made of' all the paths in this array. 
.. 
If we now insert the path transmittances of the network as 
described by the 
functions shown on page 50 (we will assume q, 
y, etc. to be unity) the matrix model will appear as follows. 
A B D C E F 
A Ot n1t 
-e e e n2t 0 0 0 
B 0 Ot 0 en3t 0 0 -e 
D 0 0 Qt a n4t 0 -e e 
C a a a Ot 0 en5t -e 
I 
E 0 0 0 0 Ot Il6t 
-e e 
Ot F a a 0 0 0 
-e 
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Comparison of this a.rra;y and the. net'Cork diagram will reve.a.l th.at 
. ' 
all paths are described in the matrix as ther- appear in the diagram. 
The paths at the intersection of identical rows/column cells have a 
Ot zero time length values as indicated by thee 
• Tl'.l.e a.ell's coefficient 
is still negative as in the original model. 
Ma.ninulation of the Dimen~ioned Matrix 
The dimenst~ned matrix is manipulated by the S8llle rules as the 
non-dimensioned Homer matrix, hut taking into account that this model 
,, 
has a row and column for each entry. The rules f'or straight 
forward manipulation are given as follows: 
1. Determine that the matrix is upper triangular with :respect 
to the negative diagonal, i .. e. there should be 'no row with 
an entry to the le:rt of the negative entry. 
2. Determine the solution area, i.e. the cells at. the- inter-
section of the input rows and the output col1rmn-s .. 
3. Beginning with the top most row which is"not i_n the 
solution area, proceed to reduce all entries in the row 
to the right of the negative cell to zero by e·lementary 
column operations. 
" 
4. Repeat 3 :for the next & order, redue!ing each rows in row 
(not in the solution area to zero). 
5. Read the results in the solution area. 
The application of the above steps is shown below on the example 
matrix. 
,' 
' 
i' 
• 
• 
~ 
• 
.. 
4 
I. 
.. 
------- -· - . --
.. 
• 
• • • '•- ,_, -·--•-- •••••--•-•-•-••.-.r 
, 
A B D 55 
'F: C E 
A Ot n1t n2t · n1t+n3t 
0 ·o 
-e e e e 
B 0 Ot 0 0 0 :·o· -e 
D 0 Ot n4t .. 0 ~ 0 e :Q 
C 0 0 0 Ot 0 en5t ~ 
E 0 a 
.0 0 Ot en6t 
..-e 
F 0 0 0 0 0 Qt 
-e 
The first operation sweeps all non-zero terms from 
row 
0 B" by elementary col11mn operations 
A B D C E F. 
A ot nit n2t n1t+n3t n2t+n4t 0 
-e e e e e 
B 0 Ot 0 0 0 a -e 
D 0 0 Ot 0 0 0 -e 
C Ot '.n· t 0 0 0 
-e 0 e 5 
E 0 0 0 0 Ot .fi6t 
-e e ... 
F 0 0 0 0 0 Ot 
-e 
.. The second operation sweeps all non-zero terms from: row "'.D''. 
A B D C E F 
A Ot nit n2t en1t+n3t n2t+n4t enl t+n 3t+n5t . -e e e e 
B 0 Ot 0 0 0 
·O -e 
D 0 0 Ot 
_Q 
·o 0 -e 
C 0 0 0 Ot 0 0 -e 
0 Ot n6t E 0 0 0 
-e e 
F 0 0 0 0 0 Ot 
-e 
The third operation sweeps all non-zero terms from row "C" • 
.. 
. --r 
,., 
• 
56 
A B D C E F 
A Ot enlt en2t en1t+n3t en2t+n4t en1t+n3t+n5t -e 
n2t+n4t+n6t +e 
B 0 Ot 0 0 0 0 -e 
D 0 0 Ot Q 0 0. -e .. 
C 0 0 0 Ot 0 () -e. 
E 0 .o 0 .Q ·ot 0 ·e·· .. ....... 
F 0 0 0 0 0 Ot 
-e 
Fourth and final row operation on row "'EU. -
It can be seen from the aolution area of the matrix that the 
input "A" can proceed to ''F'~ two different paths ; one pa.th has the 
. . . . 
moment generating function of eCni + n3 + n5lt and the other MGF is 
e(n2 + n4 + n6)t. If we differentiate both with respect tot and set 
t = O as be~ore we will see that the solution produced by t·ne: .matrtx 
is the same as that determined by the GERT approach. Further examina-
tion of the matrix solution shows that, not only are the paths from 
A to F dime~sioned, but the path :from A to each ·intermediate node .is 
also evaluated. 
The matrix model is therefore capable of ass11mi ng a new dimension, 
which in this case is denoted as the time required to traverse from 
one node to the next by a particular path. It can also be shown that 
the model can operate with other t~me distributions expressed by the 
MGF of the distribution. Some of the MFG for other 'distributions are 
as follows [ 3 ] : 
a. 
b. 
c. 
MFG of Time 
nt 
e 
t 
n(e -1} 
e 
• 
Remarks 
Time is constant at n time 1lllits 
Time is Poisson with mean= n time 
units ~ 
Time is normal with mean= n and 
standard deviation = a 
i t 
. ! 
i 
' ., 
. f: 
., 
. 't 
.. 
For our application, we will consider only the constant time function. 
The model need not be limited to this distribution, however, 
• 
The above discussion is a generalized approach to show the 
ability o~ the matrix to manipulate with some restrictions the Moment 
Generating Function. As an example of how we would begin to apply 
the method to a conceptual information system, let us make some 
further simplification to the manipulation. First, if we examjne the· 
matrix array- with the exponential quantities, we mey observe t};tat 
the algorithm manipulation results in multiplication of' exponential 
functiomor the addition of exponents. Since the value of the exponent 
' is primarily what we are interes-ted in, we mey simplit'y' the algorithm. 
by using only the exponents and changing the manipulation slightly to 
account for the change. To demons·trate, let us use our previous 
model but wi. th only the exponent coe:r:ricients in the cells labelling 
' 
.. 
paths. 
A B D E· F 
, 
A -0 nl n2 o· 0 a: 
B 0 -0 0 n3 0 () 
.. 
D 0. 0 ... Q 0 n4 0 
:c 0 0 0 ~cJ Q ~n . . . 
5 
E 0 0 ·: . 0 .0 ,...;Q n6 
F :Q· 0 ·o· .. o· 0 
-0 
The rules are similar to the previous approach and are as 
:follows: 
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1. Th.e matrix must be upper triangular ltitl:t no entries to the 
le~ of the negative diagonal. 
2. Choose the first row Crow il in sequence which is :r:rot, p.i;irt 
of the solution area. 
. 
Sea.rcl:t cells aij J::o i+l, i+2 .. •' m, for cells with positive 
numbers. If' a cell Ca1kJ is- f'ound with a positive value,; use 
the f'ollowing procedure to reduce that cell to- z.ero. 
a. Add the negative ot' the cell aik value to the neg&tive 
Diagonal cell a .... in that row . 
. 1.J.. 
b. Examine cells- a • , i = l, 2, . . . i-1 :f'or non zero 
l11J.. 
positive values. If' a cell contains a positive value, 
add to it the absolute value of the quantity :·now con-· 
,. 
/ 
tained in cell a.. .. . If the cell is zero, leave· it as 11. 
. ~ zero. 
t, 
c. Perform column operations between col1Jmn i and 
by comparing cells a .. and amk' m = 1, 2, 3, 
nu - . 
If cell .. add the value of cell ·t.o· ·t amk. J..S zero, a 
. •> :1.. • 
mi 
I:f cell • not enter the values of' cells a: amk 1.S zero, 
~·· ~ 
.lilJ... 
and amk. Cell amk now becomes a dual value. c~ll. 
k 
d. Repeat the above steps f'or the reID11,ini:rig Celis in row i. 
.-
4. Repeat the above steps in sequence f'or the re:tnaining rows. 
,· -
I 
I 
.. I 
·,•-
To demonstrate this procedure, we will perform the procedure on 
the example matrix. 
A B: D 
A 
-0 n n2 1 
B 0 0 
D 0 0 ~ 
C 0 0 a 
E a ·a 0 
F 0 0 a. 
A B D 
A 
-0 (nl +n3) n2: 
B 
]) ... 
C 
E 
F 
A 
D 
C 
E 
F 
0 
o· 
o: 
o. 
0 
A 
-0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
-n 3 
o: 
0 
--o· 
.o O· 
·o: 0 
·o ::o 
B D 
0 
-n4 
0 0 
a 0 
0 a 
C 
0 
:h3 
.. 
;Q 
· .. 
... . 
·--0 
·oi 
·o:: 
C 
{n1+n3 J 
0 
·o 
-0 
0 
0 
,:;:, 
.J:!! 
0 
a 
n4. 
o· 
~: . 
o· 
E 
0 
0 
n4 
0 
·-0 
!O 
C .E 
F. 
0 .. 
:.0 
:b 
Il' 
····5. 
n6: 
,.;;;.Q 
F 
0 
.0 
() . 
ns· 
,. 
h6 
-0 
(nl +n3) (n2 +n4) 
0 0 
0 :o: ' 
..... o: ·o 
.. o· 
-0 
·o: 0 
F 
0 
·o· .. , 
... 
C) 
n5 
n6 
-0 
., 
Initial Matrix 
1st operation 
(row "B" ) 
2nd operation 
(row "D" ) 
' 
. ~ 
.. ' 
' 
I 
- ' 
1 
i 
·.1 
I 
l 
I 
[ 
I 
.. 
• 
I 
l 
.c 
A 
B 
D 
C 
E 
F 
A 
D 
C 
E 
F 
A 
B 
D 
C 
E 
F 
A 
.o 
0 
.. a 
0 
A. 
-·O· 
·o· 
·o 
0 
.o: 
0 
A 
-·o 
0 
0 
0 
0 . 
Q: 
B 
n. 
···1 
.... :o 
:0 
o· 
o· 
B .. 
n ... 
'l 
-() 
0: 
·O 
·a 
0 
.nl 
-0 
0 
o. 
Q: 
0 
D. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
·n . . . . : 
n 
2 
0 
-0 
0 
·o 
0 
D 
0 
-0 
0 
.0. 
0 
60 
C E F 
0 0 0 
0 Q:· 
. {) 
0 4th opera-
-n 5 
0 
:0 
C 
....:Q 
E 
::n6 
_:o, 
F 
tion _ 
(row "C") 
nl+n2 (n2+n4+n6) (nl+n3+n5) 
(n2+n4+n6) 
0 0 0 
.o '·O 
-0 0 
0. 
Q 
5th opera-
tion 
0 
-n6 
0 0 
C 
0 0 
0 Q 
-0 :·o ; 
0 
-.o 
0 o: 
(row "E") 
0 \,.. 
-0 
F 
(n +n +n5 ) 1 3 
(n2+n4+n6) 
0 
·O 
:o: 
0. 
-0 
•, .:~ 
Final results 
. . 
/J. 
• 
< 
• I 
' I 
I, 
i 
! : 
·1 
" 
61 
& 
It can be seen that the results are the same by this method as 
I 
with the exponential method. The principaJ.. advantage to this 
manipulation is its ease of application to computer operation. It 
should be noted, however, that this method essentially performs the 
differentiation of the exponential in advance. This is easily done·· 
using the constant time MGF. It may not be applicable if a different 
distribution is used. If th.is is true,. the exponential method can 
always be utilized. 
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CHAPTER V 
Application of the Dimensioned Model 
Introduction 
The preceding discussion was intended to show that the Homer 
matrix model can have the added dimension o:f time i:f the path between. 
nodes are represented by the moment generating function of the 
distribution of the time variable required to traverse the path. 
This added ability of the model is to be examined more closely in 
. tnis chapter and a few modifications of the manipulation of the 
algorithm will be presented. 
Application to a ~othetical System 
The network shown below is the same as that we examined in 
Chapter II. However, we are now interested in the transition times 
or relative time relationships of each of the data item, reports and 
, 
business functions. In order to determine these quantities we must 
first determine the applicable time requirements of each of the system 
nodes displayed. We will ass11me the requirements are the amount of 
• time necessary to prepare or generate the function once it receives 
all its inputs. This puts us in trouble immediately since the source 
data nodes have no inputs. These nodes will require different 
time referencing than the others. Since they have no time reference, 
one must be chosen for them so that the occurrence of each input node 
is referenced to some arbitrary starting time. Once chosen, the 
entire system will be referenced to that time. The set of time units which 
, 
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FIGURE V-1 EXAMPLE INFORMATION FLOW NErWORK WITH TIME VALUES. 
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will be associated with each of the nodes in this hypothetical system 
are given as follows: 
Function Time Units to Generate 
dl 2 
d2 3 
Reference to d3 4 
Time - 0 d4 ·5 -
d5 6 
d6 7 
~ ·2 
R2 ~· 2() 
R3 7 
R4 ·J;,:5 
R5 4, 
R6 '5 
R7 '·10 
RB '.l 
R9 4 
Bl '3 
B2 10 
B3 4 
These times values are entered on the network in their particular 
nodes. The time values for the input data notes d1 , d2 , etc., have 
been referenced to an arbitrary time of 0. d1 for example is 
generated 2 time units after the time= 0 reference, d2 is generated 
3 ttme units, d3 at4 TU and so on. It will also be noted that the 
nodes rather than the paths have been labelled. This is to be 
interpreted to mean that all paths leading from a node have the same 
I 
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value as the node. In ot·her words, when a node is realized (or a 
report is generated) it immediately goes to the next report level, 
therefore, the time to traverse the path is the time required to 
generate the data 
' 
report or f'unction. 
The initial matrix model for the dimensioned network will 
appear as shown below. 
dl d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6: :F{.8. :F{9: B-
.?32. B. R ', ·7 1 ·3 
dl -0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 ·o. 0 ,. Q 0 -~o: O· 
d2 0 -0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 .o Q ,Q 0 0 0 0 o· 
d3 0 0 -0 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q ·o .0 0 0: ·o. O· · ..
d4 0 0 0 -0 0 0 5 0 o .. 0 0. 0 5 0 .o: Q. 0 0 . . . 
d5 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 6 6 0 6: d 6 0 0 0 0 0 
d6 0 0 ·O 0 0 -0 0 0 7 0 0 0 
.0 7 o: o· ·o 0 
I\ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~o 0 .0 0 2 0 o·. 0 0 .0. 0 0 . 
R2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -·o 0 0 :~Q. :20: 0 0. o· o· d ·o 
R3 0 0 0 0 0 O· 0 0 --0 d 0 7· 7 o·- o·: 0 0 0 
R4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .Q 
·-0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 :1:5 o· . . 
R5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0: 0 0 -0 0 0 0 '4 ·o o· o: ,, 
R6 0 0 0 0 0 0 o· 0 0 0 0 ·o 5· 5 5 -0 ·o Q, ', 
R7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o. :-0 O· 0 .Q 10 0 
RB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 o: 0 0 0 -0 0 1 0 ()' 
R9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .O· 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 4. 
Bl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-0 0 o· 
B2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·.o 0 0 0 -0 0 
B3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-0 
FIGURE V-2 DIMENSIONED MATRIX MODEL OF EXAMPLE NEI'WORK 
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6.6 
The algorithm is then carried out as outlined in Chapter IV 
giving the following results in the solution area of the matrix: 
Bl B2 B,3 
17 1.2: 
l5 20 13 15, 19 .. ,. 
·29 14 29' 32, 33 
6 a 15 
18, 31 23,6 18, 22, 31, 34, 35 
8, 19 24 19, 23 
The significance of these results may be interpreted as follows. 
A number, greater than O, in the cell at 
indicates the existence of a path between the two nodes, The time 
reauired to traverse this path is given by the number l.t$elf, 
Multiple numbers in a cell show the existence of :multiple paths. 
f. 
Cell (d2 , B3 ) is an example. The solution has resulted in 3 different. 
numbers appearing in this cell thereby showing the existence of three 
different distinct paths between d1 and B3 • The time value of the 
paths are 13, 15 and 19. Examination of the network diagram will 
show that these are the only paths between these two nodes and that 
they, indeed, have the til!le values as determined by the -matrix 
solution. We have thus determined the~ number of paths through the 
network as with the Homer model and have at the same time, determined 
their lengths. 
If we examine these results with respect to their value to an 
analysis of the information system, it will be apparent that we are '/' 
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really not interested in knowing the length of all paths between an 
input and an output node when there are multiple paths. The only 
paths which have any immediate significance in the model are the 
longest paths between the inputs and the outputso It is .these paths 
which will determine the time of realization of a report or business 
function. 
. 
The entries in headed by an output function are the 
list of the time paths of all items which must precede that 
function before the function can be realized., Since all. inputs to 
a function (or node) must be present before a function may be realized. .. , 
the controlling input must, therefore, be the one which arrives last. 
In other words the longest path i terns are the controlling or cr·i ticaJ... 
path items. 
This observation simplifies our manipulation of the algorithm 
a great deal because we can now be concerned with only the longest 
paths between two points. There is only a slight alteration required 
in the algorithm manipulation. This change is as follows: 
If, when performing the algorithm manipulation, two time values (or exponentials) are generated f'or a cell, omit the smaller and retain only the larger value. 
This rule will produce a matrix solution which will ha.ve only 
single valued cells and the values will represent the values of the 
longest paths between the nodes. By performing the "longest path" 
evaluation of the matrix model we will obtain the solution.matrix 
shown in Figu.re V-3. \ 
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68 
Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 Bl B.2 tt3_ 
~ 2 0 a 2 4 0 a 0 8 0 17 12 
d2 3 0 3 0 5 lO 10 0 l5 16 20 l9 
• d3 0 4 0 0 24 24 4 0 29 2:9 14 33 
d4 5 0 0 0 7 0 0 5 11 6 0 15 
d5 0 6 6 0 26 26 13 6 31 31 1 ,23 35. 
d6 0 0 7 0 0 14 14 7 19 19 24. 2.3 
Rl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o: 0 0 
----~ ~ 
R2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
R3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 
R4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 ·o, 
R5 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 o· :Q_. 0 
R6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . O' 0 :o, o· 
R7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n ·o .0 0. 
R8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0: 0: ·o .Q 
R9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 
FIGURE V-3 SOLUTION MATRIX MODEL OF EXAf\1PLE NE"l'WORK WITH "LONGEST PATHtt VALUES 
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We now have enough information on the system being investigated. 
to enable us to make a preliminary analysis of the system. 
A few of the observations might be as follows: 
1) Business function B1 has as its input data or 
information derived from data inputs d2 , a3 , d4, a5 , d6 . It carries no in~ormation about d1 . The longest path to Bl is from d5 and the path length is 31 time units a Since B1 itself 
requires 3 time units to gene~ate~ the earliest 
B1 IIl.8S" be realized or produced is 34 time units 
from reference time. 
2) Business function B2 received data from all 
the inputs except a4. Its longest path input 
is 24 time l.lllits and therefore can~be realized 
a:fter 24 + 10 = 34 time unitso 
3) B3 receives input from all 6 data inputs and 
has a realization time of 35 + 4 or 39 time 
units. 
4) Data concerning input d1 contained in B3 will be 39 - 2 = 37 time units old, i.e., B3 does 
not occur until 37 time units a~er d1 was 
realized. 
5) Report R5 contains almost the same inputs as 
B3 (except for a6 ) and it is realized in 30 
time units or 9 time units earlier than B3 . B3 might possibly be a redundan·t ftmction. 
6) Data input d4 arrives at report R9 after only 4 time units. It is delayed there until 35 time 
units when R9 is realized due to the path from 
d5 . If d4 is critical data~ it may be consid-
ered for another report. 
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7) Function B3 may be accelerated if some time can 
be trjm:med from the path from d 5 , however, if 
more than two time units are removed~ the path from a3 will become co11t~colli11g ( the d3 path is the next most critical path). 
9) The system does not have good "balance" in all cases meaning that the1/>e s .. r·e J..n,rge variations in the arrival times CJ~f c.D.· 1~a ·1.tems arriving at a report or business f'·u?1,::t, ·ion.,. A cond.i tion of good bs.lance vroulc. l)e 011e ·w"11:~re all i np·u.ts arrive at times reasons,l)J_-~,; 6=ro11ped and ·that the majority of the inp·u.t, s a,1·e not , i11 effect, being delayed waiting for one critical path input. 
We have, therefore, produced a matrix model based on Homer's 
general matrix, which not only generates_ path indentification 
between data on reports or business ~unctions but also generates 
the expected time lapse between the reference time and production 
of the report of function. 
The algorithm is simple to manipulate either manuaJ.ly or in a. 
computer. Its capacity, i.e., the size of system it can handle, is 
limited only by computer storage (if a computer is used) or by the 
ambitlon of the analyst if attacked manually, it will always ident~fy 
the critical paths in the system. 
The model is easily changed so that other methods or configuration 
of this system may be evaluated. These changes could include 
deleting a path between two nodes vrhen the data item or report 
represented by that path is a critical path item. If the deleted 
item is vital to a subsequent report or function, perhaps its 
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representative path should lead directly to that report or function. 
The model allows rapid and accurate analysis of any changes in paths 
or time values which are made to the system. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Application of the Dimensioned Model to A Realistic Information System 
• 
The purpose of this chapter is to attempt to show the applicat-ioP:-
of the dimensional model to a realistic information system. The 
system to be analyzed is a segment of a much larger system chosen 
to maintain reasonable continuity and understanding in the analysis .. 
While the approach of modeling a system by segments is not analyzed 
in this thesis, it is believed by the author that this is a reasonable 
and efficient approach. 
Wilson [11] applied the Homer model to a formal reporting system 
which did not include any informal communication channels except 
possible feedback to due actions resulting from business functions. 
• It was also assumed that the system was in a steady state condition. 
Wilson's application showed that a modified version of Homer's model 
could produce, within certain limitations, a characterization-of a 
system which showed the flow pattern of data and information. The 
system which was modeled was a manual system and proved the applicabili-
ty of the matrix model. It would be a reasonable task to determine 
the time elements involved in the generation of each report or function 
and, using the algorithm presented in Chapter V of this thesis, 
generate the time dimen~ioned matrix model of the system. 
Rather than repeat the above application of matrix modeli?g to a 
manual system, it is believed by the author of this thesis that a 
-. 
', 
! 
,_ 
system which is based primarily on a computer oriented flow, storage 
and processing would have applicability for modern information 
systems. Therefore, the operational system to be modeled in tni,$ 
chapter is a composite of' manual and computer oriented ope:ratior1s .• 
Its reports or functions take on many f'orms from tape :files, punch 
card data, disc files which may be permanent or tem~orary to 
printed reports which are part of the interface between the computer 
system to the manual system. The example system, as stated, is a 
portion of a much larger system. It is, however, a sub""9sJrstem 
which is essentially separable such that it may be examined and 
modeled separately. 
Several requirements or simplifications are necessary in order 
to "fit" the model to the system; a) the system has no informal 
channels, i.e., all actions are identifiable in the system, b) there" 
are no loops or feedback channels (actions or reports that feedback 
to effect the system within the time frame under examination) c) inputs 
from outside the system do not change within the time frame under 
d) the system is in steady state operation. 
Desc=:~::?:ion of the Realistic Information Sub-?y~tem 
The system to be modeled is part of a computerized information 
system now installed in a switch frame manufacturing plant. The 
overall system is a large and complex interface .of four major sub-
systems. The overall system is designed to accept equipment orders, 
generate shop loading and scheduling information, generate the 
necessary parts and stockroom selection information for withdrawal 
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of parts from stock, maintaining storeroom stock records and inventory 
information and initiating component ordering. The system maintains 
the necessary files and records to provide surveilance of job status, 
stock room status and inventory levels, shortages, component orders, 
incoming orders, etc. It generates routinely, a number of form 
documents relating to the above functions and receives feedback by 
actions and documents (usually punch cards) from stock room and 
asse::1bly operations. This sub-system is called the Select and 
?•!o·L111 t System. 
Operatic)n of the System 
The select a_nd mount sub-system is a computerized systrm which 
accepts input data from the product ordering control center which 
specifies the number, type, drawing reference and due dates of 
products (switch :frames) which are to be manufactured. The Select 
. 
8-Tld I,1ount System ( SMS) maintains a file of all job orders which 
ha"'re been placed on the plant and which have not yet been completed. 
The system generates select and mount sheets which are the parts 
breakdown of the units to be manufactured. These sheets are 
generated by computer listing and are transmitted to the appropriate 
stock room for selection of the required parts from stock. In 
addition, an accompanying set of punch cards is generated for each 
select sheet. These cards are the media by whiqh feedback of the 
status and disposition of the select sheet are tabulated by the 
computer. These associated cards are designated the Code 47, 48 
and l+9 cards and have the following :functions: 
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1. The code 47 card is extracted and sent back unchanged to data 
processing when the associated select sheet is selected for 
2. 
3. 
" 
processing in the stockroom. 1 
The code 48 card is extracted upon completion of the parts 
selection process. Additional data are keypunched onto the card 
at the stockroom. These data include the employee number of 
the person processing the SM sheet and the number of the equipment 
cart on which the job has been placed. 
The cede 49 card is extracted and returned unchanged to data 
processing when the complete job has been sent to the assembly 
line. 
Additional punch cards may be generated because of problems en-
coW1tered during the stockroom processing of the SM sheet. These 
cards are designated Code 68 cards. 
These cards :function is as follows: 
The Code 68 cards are keypunched as necessary if a part~. shortage 
occurs a.rid the processing of the SM sheet cannot be completed. An 
card is punched for each item short on an SM sheet. 
The ca.1·d is sent to data processing. 
Conceptual AEproach to the Computerized Information·system I 
( ( £ 
Homer's analysis of an information system implied that a 
management information system had recognizable and document oriented· 
' 
report levels. . ) That is to say that at any level in the system one 
p should be able to look at a report or a collection of data which 
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could be called a report. How then is one to conceptually classify 
a computer processing system where, from appearances, the only 
external embodiment of data and reports are the p1mch cards, tape 
records and print-out which are visually identifiable? Just what 
is a report or function in terms of computer processing of information? 
The idea that the computer is only _a processor of the data is in-
accurate, since the computer itself is also a generator and a re-
pos1 tor),. -for data and in:formation. The computer therefore adds 
another form to our concept of' information media. This is the 
data file which serve the report functions in electroni.c data 
processing. The data file of the computer, while physically only a 
large number of magnetized spots on a disc or tape or magnetized 
core locations, is a very real document or report~ It is the files 
in a computer system that are accessed for information, developed 
. 
and updated as information sources and stored for future reference the 
same as paper documents. The computer file is different from the 
document only in ~ts method of transcription and utilization. It is 
date. w:'lich can be read and operated on by the computer (following 
progr·a.rruner instructions). The computer data file c·an, therefore, be. 
considered a report in the development of the matrix model. 
The following pages show the program flowchart of the segment 
of the Select and Mount System data processing ~egi.nning at the 
point of input of the Code 47, 48, 49 and 68 punch cards from the 
stockroom transactions. The segmentB end point is at the generation 
of the printed stockroom activity reports and shortage reports. 
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The pertinent computer files and documents of this system are 
numbered on the flowchart by number I2 through B4. In order to 
generate a time dimensional model as outlined in Chapter V, ·it is, 
necessary that each file have associated with it a time value. 
This time will be the time req_uired to generate the file once all the 
preceding operations have been completed or, i:f the file is strictiy 
an input file, the time value must be determined with respect to 
a specified reference time. 
The system under analysis here is one for which no times have 
been documented. Since it is only an example for demonstration of the 
time dimension matrix algorithm, we will take the liberty to fix 
certain times for certain operations. These operations, as can be 
seen on the flow diagram, are: 
1) Card read in routines 
2) Program processing routines 
3) Sort Routines 
4) Tape load and read routines 
5) Tape load and record routines 
6) File print out routines 
7) Access to disc files 
If we now attribute a time for each of these operations, we are 
able to proceed with the model, Let us arbitrarily Choose the 
following time units for the above operations: 
r 
. 
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1) 20 time units for a card read in routine 
2) 8 time units for a processing routine 
3) 16 time units for a sort routine 
4) 90 time units for a tape load and read routine 
5) 90 time units for a tape load and write routine 
6) 30 time units for a print out routine 
7) 8 time units for a file access (disc) 
where a time unit= 1 sec . 
This scale will not be realistic or consistent; however, this is not 
imnortant at this time since accurate time values could be obtained 
... 
i:f desired. 
Since we are examining only a detached segment of' the overall 
system we must also pick an arbitrary reference time f'or inputs to 
the system. For our purposes the reference t·ime will be O time, i.e., 
. 
all time values of inputs are their occurrence or availability time 
af'ter time = 0. The following table presents the l.ist of the 29 
files and inputs involved with this sub-system. The table indicates 
the operations generating each file which determines the realization 
time of the file and the time required for the operations. 
The initial matrix is constructed as outlined in Chapter III 
and appears as shown in Figure VI-2. It may be noted that 
there are seven files which may be classified as.inputs to this 
partitioned sub-system. These files are, of course, products of , 
another segment of the overall system. For our purpose, however, 
they are considered as data inputs which do not change during the 
time frame of our sub-system and are not affected by our sub-system. 
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Description and Generatir1g I11formation for SMS System Files 
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SMS Manual Transactions 
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Master Conversion File 
Record Keeping Master File 
ID# to Tag# X-Ref File 
s & M Dual Input File 
' 
s & M Master Disbursements 
Generator and X-Ref Updated File 
Master Disbursements Generator 
Edited Daily SMS Transactions 
Sorted Daily Transactions 
SMS Transaction FiJ_e 
Sorted SMS Transaction File ' 
File 
Generating Routine 
Card Read In 
Disc Access 
Disc Access 
Tape, Mount & Read 
Tape, Mount & Read 
Tape,. Mount & Read 
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Processing 
Sort 
Tape, Mount & Write 
+ Processing 
Tape, Mount & Read 
+ Sort b 
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Input 
Input 
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The solution matrix is shown in Figure VI-4. 
Analysis of the Solution Matrix 
If we examine the solution area of our matrix we see that all 
four output functions received §Pme input from each of the input 
files. This is indicated by the occurrence of a positive number 
in the cell at the intersection of the input rows an·d the output 
col11mns. The fact that all the outputs received data or had 
flow paths from all the input files is not surprizing since 
examination of the flow diagrams show that this segment of the 
information system is essentially an in-line sequence of operations 
vith no branch flows or parallel operations. This in-line nature 
may be characteristic of most computer processing systems, however, 
there are many computer based information. systems where a similar 
segment of the system would receive inputs from many sources at 
different points in the flow sequence and produce outputs such as 
remote terminal print-out or process controls at various points in 
the sequence. It is felt by the author of this thesis that, in 
. these areas of complex interactions and branching of functions, the 
dimensioned model will be of most value. 
The time values generated for our example system and shown in 
the solution area of the final matrix show that the input Il ·is the 
critic al path item and that, according to the arbitrary times we ·· 
attributed to the various processes involved, the output reports 
will be ready for print-out operations after 606 time units from 
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• 
the reference time. While the times per operation are undoubtably 
not accurate, the calculation of 606 time uni ts is the exact value 
of the cumulative time values of the longest path from the input 
of the system until the output reports may be processed. The 
cumulative time does not include the print-out routine of the final , 
reports, this must be added to obtain the total overall time of the 
system. 
The accuracy of the final solution is, of course, dependent 
upon the accurate determination of time requirements for the 
individual processing routines shown in the flow diagram. 
Another :factor which is shown by the model solution is that, 
since the input Il is the critical path item, any improvement of 
the time performance of the system must occur in the path from Il 
' to Bl, B2, etc. This observation is also obvious from the flow 
chart, however, some very minor changes in our initial suppositions 
couid make a great deal of difference in the model results. As an 
example, supposing our t = 0 time reference was actually 8 A.M. on 
a certain morning of the week. Assume that our Manual Transactions 
cards (File Il)are available for input at 8 A.M. but that input 
file I5 (S&M Dual Input File) is being generated by another segment 
of the overall system and will not be ready for input until 8:05 A.M. 
Since 8 A.M. is our reference time, I5 will now have a time value of 
(5 x 60) seconds or 300 time units from reference time (actually 390 
time units with tape mount and read in time added). If this 'new 
time value is entered for I5 in the matrix model and the algorithm 
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reapplied, the new solution will appear as shown in Figure VI-5. 
As can be seen, the critical path now starts from I5 and the new 
total processing time is 650 time units. 
With the true time values for the models inputs and processes 
we could determine the actual process time requirements for this 
system using the matrix model. In actual use, we would be able to 
analyze the e.ffects on the system of any time changes, either in 
processing, combining process stages or files or by parallel 
processing. When we have a reasonably accurate model, the effects 
of adding new processing stages could be predicted and analyzed with 
the matrix model. 
The sequential system used as an example here does not require 
a model to show that the cumulative time of the processing is 606 
time units. This can be found by simply adding the time values of 
the individual sequential steps. It is in the analysis of systems 
which have widely disassociated branches and paths and were schedul-
ing between paths and analyzing interrelationships between reports 
and functions and data inputs with respect to their time of oc-
currence is important that the dimensioned model will be of· 
greatest value. 
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CHAPTER VII 
Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Stuqy a 
Conclusions 
The objective of this thesis was to develop the time dimension-
ed m.atrix model of management information from the Homer mathematic-
al model. This objective was accomplished and presented in Chapters 
4 and 5. The time dimension was incorporated by utilizing the 
GERT (Graphical E'valuation and Review Technique) method of dimen-
sioning network paths using the moment generating function of the 
statistical distribution of the time required to traverse the 
path between nodes in the system. 
The dimensioned model retains all· the features of the Homer 
model. The model will show all the paths from source data to out-
put functions with accuracy. It has the additionJal feature, how-
ever, of being capable of determining the lengths of all the paths 
through the system thereby allowing analysis of the time relation- . 
ships of reports and functions in the system. The temporal relation-
ship of reports and functions was shown to be a function of the 
length of the paths (in terms of time) that the input data must 
follow before it arrived at the report or function. 
The model was applied to a c·omputerized s,egment of' a realistic 
information system. The results of this application show that the 
model can accommodate any system in which the flow of data to 
reports and reports to functions can be traced. In a computer 
I 
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system this data flow was considered to be the flow of data into v 
information files and from files to other files through the various 
data processing stages. 
The models accuracy in the computer system analysis W&.·S 
dependent upon an accurate determination of time elements in the. 
processing stages (this is true in modeling other t_han cc,mpµ.ter· 
systems). If accurate flow time elements are determined, the 
dimensioned model will faithfully determine the paths between data 
and reports and will show the temporal relationships of a-11 data, 
reports and functions in the system. 
I 
The model as applied in this thesis us·e.d op.]ty deterministic 
time values. This is an obvious limitation ·s:itrce: few., if any, 
operations have a constant time distribution-. The mode-l is not 
limited ,to constant distribution, however •. A-s: atated in Chapter 
IV, other statistical distributions of the time fun·ctions can be 
utilized if their Moment Generating Function is known. Use of 
different distributions will require using the basic developm~nt 
method as outlined in Chapter IV for manipulating the model to 
obtain a solution. Use of random time distributions would allow 
more realistic system modeling and enhance the ut1lization of the 
matrix model. 
The model is not conf'ined to information systems and it appears 
that wide application for the methodology may be found in the 
analysis of CPM or PERT type networks. 
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Reconnnendations for Further Study 
The application of Homer's model and the time dimension 
modified model in the area of PERT and Critical Path Methods c.ould 
possibly have greater utility than in the area of information 
systems. The dimensioned model has been used by the author of 
$ this thesis to solve simple longest path, shortest path·, safest 
path and maximum flow problems. It is believed that the model will. 
provide a simple means of solving network problems on a computer. 
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